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Dear Colleague,

This term we’re delighted to welcome 
two new members of the EMC team: Dan 
Clayton and Lucy Hinchli� e.

Dan is a language specialist, so we’ve 
taken the opportunity to re-vamp our ever 
popular VGaP course: Teaching Grammar 
and Developing Vocabulary at KS3&KS4 
(p4) and also to re-run the previously 
oversubscribed Language Diversity and 
Language Change for AQA A Level (p11).

Lucy will still be doing some classroom teaching, bringing 
valuable ‘at the chalkface’ experience to her courses, 
including our Day for NQTs: Refl ect, Revitalise, Reboot! 
(p7), Teaching Unseen Texts KS3–4 (p5) which will include 
ideas from our new Non-fi ction Shorts publication, and 
Di� erentiation in the Context of Progress 8 (p6), which 
includes a session with Dr Julia Sutherland. She will be 
presenting some exciting new research on reading.

If you’re looking to broaden your students’ reading, you will 
have a wonderfully enriching time on Global Reading for 
Global Citizens. Even better, you could come for free! More 
details on (p5).

We’ve covered all the bases for anyone new to A Level 
teaching with courses on Starting to Teach A Level 
Literature (p8), Language and Literature (p12), and 
Language (p9), all of which will give you strategies you 
can use tomorrow, but will also benefi t your teaching for 
many years to come.

If you have been refl ecting on your students’ A Level results 
and thinking about how to improve them, you will fi nd 
Barbara and Lucy’s course invaluable. Disappointing Results 
for A Level Literature (p10) will help you to identify the 
issues and fi nd creative solutions. 

Teachers always fi nd our text-based A Level courses a 
great mix of the inspiring and the practical, with lectures by 
academics and classroom strategies to help students raise 
their game and we have several on o� er this term including 
a brand-new course on Mrs Dalloway (p11).

We intend to run courses for Media Studies in the 
autumn – these will be advertised at a later date on our 
website and email list. This is so we can respond to the 
new specifi cations, which are still in a state of fl ux at the 
time of writing. 

Best wishes,

Kate Oliver, Course Manager

Welcome

The English & Media Centre is 
a not-for-profi t educational 
charity with a long established 
national and international 
reputation as a Centre of 
Excellence. We receive no core 
funding and use the income 
from our publications and 
courses to support our work.

EMC Courses
Courses are for teachers based 
in schools and colleges, or 
attending for their own CPD. 
Others wishing to book should 
contact us at: 
courses@englishandmedia.co.uk

Resources, 
Conferences, Consultancy
In addition to running short 
courses, we o� er a range 
of resources and services 
including consultancy both at 
our premises and in schools; 
research projects with schools 
and LAs; PGCE courses and a 
blog on current issues.
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EMC consultants are: 
Andrew McCallum 
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Emma Barker; 
Dan Clayton; 
Lucy Hinchli� e; 
Kate Oliver; 
Lucy Webster. 
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Jenny Grahame 
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Bev St. Hill.
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English 11-16
Teaching Writing for GCSE: 
Inspiring Strategies
£245
Course tutors: Emma Barker & Kate Oliver

Tuesday 3rd October

Course no: 1184

Why should you attend? 

This course will o� er you a range of ideas to 
engage and challenge your students and help 
them to become confi dent and independent 
writers of non-fi ction, creative and critical 
writing. We will address some important 
questions, such as how to make the teaching 
enjoyable and memorable while successfully 
preparing students for the exams. Three 
mini-units for you to take away will provide a 
basis for exploring issues, classroom strategies 
and good practice.

What will the course cover?

• Mini-units with texts and strategies 
to prompt and support writing and 
develop independence.

• Making a real di� erence to your 
students’ progress.

• Making virtuous links between 
reading and writing.

• Beyond PEE – teaching critical writing for the 
literature exam.

NB. This is a repeat course. 

Teaching Grammar 
and Developing 
Vocabulary at KS3&4
£245
Course tutors: Dan Clayton & Kate Oliver

Monday 16th October

Course no: 1185

Why should you attend? 

A better grasp of grammar and a wide 
vocabulary, including academic vocabulary, 
will equip your students for success at GCSE. 
Grounded in research, this course will explore 
how to teach these aspects of English in 
meaningful and engaging ways. You will go 
away with ideas for teaching the basics and 
for pushing students who are ready for more. 
The course also o� ers an opportunity to 
clarify and update your own understanding of 
some key concepts.

What will the course cover?

• Approaching the teaching of grammar and 
vocabulary holistically, in the context of 
speaking, reading and writing. 

• Using grammar and vocabulary knowledge for 
critical reading and close analysis of language.

• Encouraging pupils to refl ect productively on 
their own use of vocabulary and grammar.

• Strategies to encourage ambitious sentence 
construction, appropriately deployed.

• Helping students to broaden their vocabulary, 
including academic vocabulary, and choose 
words for deliberate e� ect.

NB. There may be some overlap with grammar 
and VSPaG courses run in 2013-17.

 Fantastic course. Practical, enabling 
and very useful. 
Jacqueline Winney, Magdalen College 
School on ‘Teaching Writing for GCSE: 
Inspiring Strategies’.

 I found all aspects equally pertinent. I feel I 
have come away with a little validation, a lot 
of ideas and an enthused state of mind. 
Wonderfully delivered material – thank you. 
Jennie North, Bishop’s Stortford College on 
‘Fun with VSPaG! Engaging Ways to Teach 
the Technical Aspects of Language’.
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Teaching Unseen 
Texts at KS3&KS4
£280 Fee includes three publications to support the 
teaching of unseen (usual price £82.95).

Course tutors: Lucy Hinchli� e & Kate Oliver

Monday 6th November

Course no: 1187

Why should you attend? 

Being able to tackle unseen texts is absolutely 
key to success for English Language and 
English Literature GCSEs (9-1). There are 
many challenges for students, including the 
amount of reading, the di�  culty of the texts, 
accessing texts from the 19th century and 
the requirement to use appropriate linguistic 
and literary terminology. Responding to these 
challenges, the course will consider how 
best to use KS3 and KS4 to prepare students. 
You will go away with a huge range of texts, 
ideas and resources to help your students 
successfully tackle unseen fi ction, non-
fi ction and poetry.

What will the course cover?

• Planning how and when to teach the skills for 
approaching unseen texts.

• Strategies to prepare students for tackling 
unseen fi ction, non-fi ction and poetry 
with confi dence.

• Texts and resources for teaching unseen 
19th-century texts at KS3 and KS4.

• Preparing students for comparative tasks.
• Teaching students to use appropriate 

linguistic and literary terminology.

NB. This will draw on previous EMC courses on 
teaching unseen texts.

Global Reading for 
Global Citizens
£245 Free places available: see below

Course tutor: Andrew McCallum & James Wright 

Friday 17th November

Course no: 1189

Why should you attend? 

At EMC, we strongly believe that English 
has a role to play in helping young people 
to understand the world around them. This 
course explores strategies for promoting a 
curriculum that encourages students to see 
themselves as global citizens through a rich 
and diverse reading experience in the English 
classroom and beyond. It also explores ways in 
which you can teach critical reading skills, so 
that students are not only exposed to the wider 
world, but can engage with it confi dently and 
with understanding.

The course has been validated by the Global 
Learning Programme: up to two teachers in 
schools signed up to the programme can be 
fully funded to attend. Suitable for both English 
and Citizenship teachers – bring a colleague! 
To see if your school has funding available see 
http://glp.globaldimension.org.uk.

What will the course cover?

• Ideas about which texts to teach to develop 
global awareness.

• An exploration of texts that promote diversity.
• Strategies to encourage confi dent 

critical reading.
• Developing links between English 

and Citizenship.

11-16

 Feeling really inspired and excited.
Hannah Sedley, Kingsbury High School on 
‘KS3 Literature for Today’s World’.

 Fabulous course, thanks. Can’t wait to try 
these in the classroom and with my team.
Joy Connell, London Academy on ‘Sight 
Unseen: Texts and Strategies for the Unseen 
Elements of GCSE’.

Visit englishandmedia.co.uk
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Revising GCSE Language & 
GCSE Literature
£280 Fee includes downloads of revision resources 
for language and literature (usual price £70). 

Course tutors: Andrew McCallum & Kate Oliver

Monday 27th November

Course no: 1192

Why should you attend? 

Helping students to revise e� ectively is crucial. 
It is also important not to leave it until the last 
minute, but to integrate it into a purposeful 
curriculum throughout a two-year programme. 
This course explores how students can revise 
material already covered in class in a way that 
keeps their thinking fresh while adding to their 
existing bank of knowledge and skills. Drawing 
on established and recent research into how 
we learn, remember and reconfi gure, teachers 
will leave with ideas and resources to boost 
and fi ne tune their students’ performance in 
both Language and Literature GCSE.

What will the course cover?

• Revising language, structure and critical 
evaluation for Language.

• Revising character, context and terminology 
for Literature.

• Distinguishing between factual and 
generative knowledge.

• Tackling extract questions.
• Good practice versus teaching narrowly to 

assessment objectives.

NB. This is a repeat course.

Di� erentiation in the 
Context of Progress 8
£245 
Course tutors: Lucy Hinchli� e & Kate Oliver, with 
Julia Sutherland

Thursday 30th November

Course no: 1193

Why should you attend? 

Progress 8 means every student’s progress 
counts and English is in the spotlight. Each 
session of this course will consider typical 
student needs, particularly in the transition 
between KS3 and KS4, and what teachers can 
do to maximise potential with GCSE (9-1) in 
mind. One session will be presented by Dr Julia 
Sutherland, whose research project ‘A Faster, 
Immersive Read’ points to some interesting 
ways to get students reading widely and well at 
KS3, which is so key to student achievement.

What will the course cover?

• Implications of Progress 8 for classroom 
practice. (Please note, this is not a course 
about crunching the numbers but one with a 
fi rm focus on teaching and learning.)

• Targeting particular aspects of English to 
improve progress. 

• ‘A Faster, Immersive Read’: improving 
inference skills and getting students of all 
abilities reading widely and well in KS3. 

• Keeping students motivated and helping them 
to take responsibility for their own learning.

NB. This course will draw on some elements 
of a previous course: ‘Teaching English in the 
Context of Progress 8’. 
Dr Julia Sutherland is a Senior Lecturer at 
Sussex University with a particular interest and 
expertise in reading.

English 11-16

 One of the best CPDs I’ve done in ten 
years. Thanks! 
Kathryn Archibald, Cardinal Pole Catholic 
School on ‘Revising GCSE Language & 
GCSE Literature’.

 Fantastic group tasks and insights 
into new research.
Marlon Edwards, Newman Catholic College 
on ‘Teaching English in the Context 
of Progress 8’.

EMC COURSES AUTUMN 2017
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A Day for NQTs: Refl ect, 
Revitalise, Reboot!
£245
Course tutors: Andrew McCallum & Lucy Hinchli� e

Friday 8th December

Course no: 1195

Why should you attend?

You will have learned and achieved a lot already, 
but you might also have reached a point where 
you recognise the need to boost your expertise 
in certain key areas of the curriculum, or feel 
you have used up all of your best ideas. This 
course gives you the chance to refl ect on your 
experiences so far with other teachers in a 
similar position, while developing your subject 
knowledge and the stock of teaching strategies 
that you have at your disposal. Deliberately 
placed towards the end of term, when you are 
most likely be in need of some fresh ideas, you 
will leave with a wide range of resources that 
you can put to immediate use.

What will the course cover?

• Strategies and resources for 
teaching GCSE Language.

• Strategies and resources for teaching 
challenging literature at KS3 and KS4.

• Teaching close reading at KS4 or KS5 
(choice of session).

• Teaching vocabulary, grammar and 
punctuation in context.

• Sharing experiences and ideas with 
other new teachers.

11-16

 Fantastic day! Lots to think about and try 
in my classroom.
Emma Clough, Raines Foundation School on 
‘A Day for NQTs: Refl ect, Revitalise, Reboot!’.

Download a sample:
englishandmedia.co.uk/media-magazine

englishandmedia.co.uk/e-magazine

SUBSCRIBE 
to EMC’s magazines 

for advanced 
level students

Visit englishandmedia.co.uk
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English 16-18
Starting to Teach A 
Level Literature
£245 
Course tutor: Barbara Bleiman & Lucy Webster

Wednesday 20th September

Course no: 1181

Why should you attend? 

EMC has run a course for teachers new or 
newish to A Level Literature teaching for many 
years. Teachers returning for other A Level CPD 
often mention how much this course helped 
them, setting them up and starting them o�  
in ways that have continued to be of benefi t 
throughout the years of their A Level teaching. 
Dealing with key principles and ranging across 
genres, it provides classroom approaches and 
opportunities to fi nd out what is successful 
and inspiring pedagogy. You will go away with 
ideas and resources, including some that you 
can take straight into the classroom, regardless 
of the specifi cation or texts you are teaching.

What will the course cover?

• Refl ecting on what makes for excellent A 
Level teaching and how to provide challenge 
in a supportive way.

• An introduction to some of the key elements 
shared by the current specifi cations.

• Practical strategies for teaching 
di� erent genres.

• Developing students’ writing.
• Advice about what’s worrying you, what 

works and what doesn’t, problems and pitfalls 
and ways of avoiding them!

NB. This is a repeat of a similar course 
held last year.

Studying Hamlet for A Level 
Literature or Lang/Lit
£285 Fee includes Studying Hamlet – EMC 
Advanced Literature Series (usual price £80).

Course tutors: Lucy Webster, with Dr Eric Langley

Friday 29th September 

Course no: 1182

Why should you attend?

A cross-specifi cation course to reinvigorate 
both your own reading of Hamlet and your
teaching strategies. As well as sessions 
providing resources and practical approaches
for teaching the text and for looking at the 
play in its literary and generic context, the 
day will include a short lecture by Dr Eric 
Langley of UCL.

What will the course cover?

• A range of approaches for reading and 
analysing the text, including performance, 
stylistics and critical materials.

• Hamlet as tragedy – practical strategies to 
introduce, explore and use concepts and 
criticism e� ectively to illuminate the text.

• The play in its context – how to 
ensure context deepens rather than 
dominates responses.

• Revising the text – strategies to extend 
students’ understanding rather than simply 
consolidate it.

NB. This will include elements of the course 
run in December 2016.

Dr Eric Langley, lecturer at UCL, has worked 
with EMC on Studying Dramatic Genres: 
Comedy and previous Shakespeare courses.

 As ever, an outstanding and inspirational 
experience – the place for CPD for 
English teachers. 
Emer Cullen, King Edward VI School on 
‘Studying Hamlet for A Level 
Literature or Lang/Lit’.

 Fantastic course – useful, helpful, practical 
and inspiring! 
Ariella Diamond, Reddam House Berkshire 
on ‘Starting to Teach A Level Literature’.

EMC COURSES AUTUMN 2017
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16-18

Starting to Teach A Level 
English Language
£245
Course tutor: Dan Clayton

Monday 2nd October

Course no: 1183

Why should you attend?

If you are new or newish to teaching the 
English Language A Level, this cross-
specifi cation course will boost your subject 
knowledge with an introduction to most 
of the key areas of study. You will have the 
opportunity to look at ways to develop your 
– and your students’ – understanding of the 
building blocks of language analysis and the 
main approaches to sociolinguistic research 
used on all AS and A Level courses, equipping 
you to take on the fi rst year of teaching 
with confi dence.

What will the course cover?

• The nuts and bolts of text analysis.
• How to explore meanings in di� erent 

kinds of texts.
• Sociolinguistic topic areas such as accent & 

dialect, gender and sociolect.
• Debates and arguments about language.
• Encouraging student-led 

research and writing.

Teaching Elements of 
Crime Writing for AQA B
£245
Course tutors: Emma Barker & Lucy Webster, with Dr 
Charlotte Beyer

Wednesday 18th October

Course no: 1186

Why should you attend?

This course will exploit the opportunities o� ered 
by AQA B’s exciting new Crime Writing unit 
(diverse and engaging texts, fascinating literary 
and generic context) and explore how to rise 
to its challenges (how to ensure students also 
gain an understanding of the individual texts’ 
distinctive qualities as drama, narrative, poetry). 
While the day will be focused on supporting your 
teaching of the component, it is also intended to 
develop your confi dence in relation to the genre. 

What will the course cover?

• What makes it crime? Exploring themes, 
concepts and conventions.

• Going beyond the crime fi ction genre: 
how writers use the conventions of drama, 
poetry or narrative. 

• Balancing ‘big picture’ and close analysis – 
critical and creative approaches.

• Making e� ective use of criticism.
• An academic lecture, by Dr Charlotte Beyer, to 

reinvigorate your own subject knowledge and 
support your teaching.

NB. This will include elements of the course run 
in March 2017. When applying, please let us know 
which texts you have chosen to teach. 

Dr Charlotte Beyer is Senior Lecturer in English 
Studies at the University of Gloucestershire 
where she teaches a course on crime fi ction.

 As someone who has never studied 
Language at A Level, I am leaving confi dent, 
motivated and enlightened! 
Cristina Perez, The Leventhorpe Academy on 
‘AQA English Language A Level: Refresh Your 
Subject Knowledge’.

 Useful, practical and engaging ideas for the 
classroom. Superb! 
Andrew Skinner, Aylesbury Grammar School 
on ‘Teaching Elements of Crime 
Writing for AQA B’.

Visit englishandmedia.co.uk
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Teaching the American 
Literature Topic for OCR
£245 
Course tutors: Barbara Bleiman & Lucy Webster 

Tuesday 7th November

Course no: 1188

Why should you attend? 

OCR’s American Literature topic paper 
provides a wonderful opportunity to study 
some classic individual texts in the context of a 
rich array of wider reading. However, preparing 
students to deal with unseen texts across a 
broad time period and large body of work 
has its challenges. This course will provide 
opportunities for you to consider how best to 
teach two American texts for a comparative 
task, as well as providing contextual material 
and broad enough reading to prepare students 
for the unseen task.

What will the course cover?

• Establishing key preoccupations and features 
of American literature within the set period, 
for you and your students.

• Ways of reading the set texts within the 
thematic context.

• Comparing two texts – preparing students for 
the comparative question. 

• Creative and critical approaches to 
close analysis. 

• A cluster of extracts to provide literary 
context and resource the unseen.

• The texts in context: how to use literary, 
historical and generic contexts to 
illuminate the text.

NB. The course will draw on recent courses 
on teaching the OCR Post-1900 Prose and 
Teaching the American Literature Topic 
for OCR A Level.

Disappointing Results 
for A Level Literature – 
Tackling the Problems
£245 
Course tutors: Barbara Bleiman & Lucy Webster

Monday 20th November

Course no: 1190

Why should you attend? 

This course draws on EMC sta� ’s extensive 
work with teachers and directly with students, 
to improve results in English Literature A Level. 
It will help you to explore the reasons behind 
students’ poor achievement and o� er you 
classroom strategies for sharpening up your 
own teaching, developing students’ sense 
of what’s needed in the exam and working 
with them on their writing. The focus will be 
primarily on exam performance, though many 
of the generic issues may be of relevance to 
the non-examined assessment as well. 

What will the course cover?

• Common reasons for disappointing results 
and ways of addressing these issues, with 
practical and creative strategies.

• Developing students’ confi dence in reading 
and analysing texts e� ectively.

• Ways of working on issues to do with 
student writing.

• Sharpening up your teaching to support 
students in exams.

• A chance to talk in small groups on 
issues of concern.

NB. This course will draw on courses held at 
EMC in 2012-2014 and the course on writing 
in summer 2017.

English 16-18

Just so inspirational. Creativity underpinned 
with academic rigour. 
Anna Stephenson-Boyles, Bury College on 
‘Teaching the American Literature Topic’.

 Thank you both so much – I now know 
where we went wrong and how to fi x it. 
Jan Clatworthy, Harrow High on 
‘Disappointing Results for A Level Literature’.

EMC COURSES AUTUMN 2017
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Language Diversity 
& Language 
Discourses for AQA
£245
Course tutors: Dan Clayton & Rob Drummond

Wednesday 22nd November

Course no: 1191

Why should you attend?

This course focuses on AQA English Language 
AS and A Level, and in particular the relatively 
new topics of language diversity and language 
discourses. Beginning with issues around 
regional dialect, sociolect and occupation 
before moving onto ethnicity, world Englishes 
and gender, the course is designed to address 
the main areas for Paper 2. We will discuss 
current debates and how best to engage your 
students with these. The day will also help you 
to develop your own subject knowledge.

What will the course cover?

• Helping students to engage with recent 
research and key debates around both topics. 

• Sourcing texts and data, adapting material 
and developing resources.

• An overview of research, theories and case 
studies for each area.

• Ideas for introductory lessons, projects and 
resources to suit your students’ interests.

• Ways to develop and maintain 
subject knowledge.

Rob Drummond is Senior Lecturer in Linguistics 
at Manchester Metropolitan University.

Teaching Mrs Dalloway & 
‘Women in Literature’
£245
Course tutors: Emma Barker & Lucy Webster, with 
Dr Jane Goldman

Thursday 7th December

Course no: 1194

Why should you attend? 

Mrs Dalloway is a set text at A Level for both 
OCR (Women in Literature) and Edexcel 
(Women in Society). This course will focus 
predominantly on Mrs Dalloway but will 
include opportunities to consider it in relation 
to the novels o� ered for comparison, as well 
as its wider literary and critical context. There 
will be strategies for exploring a modernist 
prose text, as well as for analysing it within its 
thematic area. (For those teaching the OCR 
module, we will provide a pack of extracts to 
support the unseen element.) The course will 
include a lecture from Dr Jane Goldman, to 
reinvigorate your own knowledge of the text 
and support your teaching. 

What will the course cover?

• What makes Mrs Dalloway special? An 
agenda for teaching.

• Modernist prose – strategies to support the 
analysis of the text.

• Close analysis – critical and 
creative approaches.

• Reading Mrs Dalloway in relation to a 
second set text.

• The novel in its literary and critical context, 
with classroom strategies.

• A lecture from Dr Jane Goldman, 
University of Glasgow.

Dr Jane Goldman is Reader in English 
Literature at the University of Glasgow. She is 
the author of the Cambridge Introduction to 
Virginia Woolf.

16-18

 A superb day – thank you for the inspiration 
and much usable material!
Lucy Wallace, Godolphin & Latymer School 
on ‘Language Diversity & Language 
Discourses for AQA’.

Visit englishandmedia.co.uk
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16-18English 16-18
Starting to Teach A Level 
Language & Literature
£255 Fee includes Language & Literature: An EMC 
Coursebook (usually £24.50). 

Course tutor: Barbara Bleiman & Lucy Webster

Tuesday 12th December

Course no: 1196

Why should you attend?

This cross-specifi cation course will explore 
what makes Lang & Lit a distinctive subject 
and how to teach it in exciting and stimulating 
ways. We will look at key concepts and 
approaches, with classroom strategies 
(illustrated on shorts texts taken from a range 
of di� erent specifi cations) that can be used and 
adapted for any Lang & Lit course. You will go 
away with a set of tools for analysis, resources 
to use or adapt and greater confi dence to 
teach the course.

What will the course cover?

• What makes Lang & Lit a distinctive subject? 
Developing your own subject knowledge.

• Set texts, anthologies and unseen texts – key 
skills for students and classroom strategies.

• Creative and transformative writing to 
improve analysis.

• An introduction to stylistics approaches, with 
classroom strategies to explore and analyse 
texts from literary texts to non-fi ction and 
spoken language.

 Rational, clear, helpful. Excellent resources.
Karen Martin, Furze Platt Senior School on ‘A 
Level Language & Literature – Introducing 
EMC’s New Spec with OCR’.

1 NATE journals and magazines, which members 
receive termly, will keep you up-to-date. 

• Teaching English – NATE’s professional 
magazine and journal for classroom 
practitioners – wide-ranging, accessible 
and cross-phase, with news, practical ideas, 
updates and reviews. Essential reading.

• English in Education – NATE’s prestigious 
research journal – an international 
perspective on the current theories and 
pedagogies which inform classroom practice.

• Primary Matters – packed with teaching ideas 
and resources, news, reviews and research 
on the hot topics affecting the teaching 
of English and Literacy at a primary level.  
This publication is written by experienced 
experts in the field and is presented in 
a lively and readable way, making it an 
invaluable resource for all primary schools.

2 NATE News – the monthly e-newsletter is 
always brimming with useful links to essential 
news items, research reports and events.  
In addition every two weeks members receive 
the latest IllumiNATE, providing innovative  
and creative teaching ideas designed to  
broaden your teaching repertoire and  
improve student engagement. 

3 Membership of NATE can be used as evidence 
towards fulfilling many of the professional 
standards for teachers, helping practitioners 
access higher pay scales.

4 NATE provides professional development 
through its highly recommended INSET 
training days, national and regional events and 
workshops at conferences, also discounted  
to members.

5 Access to the members’ area of the NATE 
website which houses every single article from 
every back issue of NATE Classroom, English 
Drama Media and English in Education.

6 NATE’s liaison with government bodies ensures 
teachers of English have a voice on national 
issues that will directly affect their practice –  
a specialist, experienced voice which wouldn’t 
be heard without member support.

7 NATE membership offers the opportunity 
to network with the country’s leading 
practitioners, national figures in the teaching 
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to any teacher’s CV.
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and primary associates) are tax-deductible.

Eight good reasons to join 
the National Association 
for the Teaching of English

NATE

There are three ways you can join NATE:

• by debit or credit card in our members’ area on www.nate.org.uk
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Media & Film Studies

We intend to run courses for Media Studies in 
the Autumn Term – these will be advertised at 
a later date on our website and email list. 

This is so we can respond to the new 
specifi cations, which are still in a state of fl ux 
at the time of writing. 

If you are not on our email list but would 
like to be kept up-to-date on this, contact 
kate@englishandmedia.co.uk

EMC COURSES AUTUMN 2017
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Non-fi ction Shorts
Anthology and 
Resources for KS3
A 160-page pupil book providing a wide 
range of engaging 19th, 20th and 21st 
Century texts, with activities to support 
students in developing the skills needed to 
explore and write about non-fi ction. Perfect 
preparation for KS4. 

• 1-9 copies : £15
• 10-99 copies: £8 each
• 100 + copies: £6.50 each

Studying Hamlet
An EMC Advanced 
Literature Resource
Activities, criticism and contextual resources 
to support students in exploring and analysing 
Hamlet as a literary text and as a drama 
script in production.

On DVD
• Full PDF publication
• Production stills in colour
• Two video lectures by Dr Eric Langley 

(University College London) given at the 
English & Media Centre. 

• 176-page book with printable PDF 
& video on DVD. 

• 1 copy: £80 inc DVD
• 5-9 copies: £20 each + 1 DVD per order
• 10 + copies: £15 each+ 1 DVD per order

FOR
11-14

FOR
16-19

Visit EMC’s website for 
full details and samples 
of all our publications

EMC COURSES AUTUMN 2017
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Application Form
If you have any questions about courses, 
please email courses@englishandmedia.co.uk

Where are EMC courses held?
All EMC courses are held at our o�  ces in Islington: 18 Compton Terrace, London, N1 2UN.

You’ll be sent a map and information about transport links with your booking.

Book Online
1. Log in to https://www.englishandmedia.co.uk/ as a school user, or register a school account.

2. Find the course you want and, if places are available, click the ‘book online’ link.

3. Fill in details as requested and click ‘Add course to basket’.

4. Proceed to checkout by clicking on the basket icon in the top right hand corner of the page. 

5. An automated email immediately confi rms that we have received your booking. 

Book by email/post/fax 
Send your school purchase order or photocopy of this form to courses@englishandmedia.co.uk
or, English & Media Centre (courses), 18 Compton Terrace, London N1 2UN Fax: 020 73540133

How will I know that I have secured a place?
• After we’ve received your booking, we’ll email you to confi rm your place.
• About two weeks before the course, you will receive a letter and an email with further details. 

Name of attendee: ......................................................................................................................................

School: ..........................................................................................................................................................

Address: ........................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................

Tel: .............................................................. Mobile contact no: ...............................................................

Email (please print clearly): ................................................................................................................................

Course title: .................................................................................................................................................

Course date: ............................................................ Course no: ..............................................................

If applying for ‘Elements of Crime Writing’ (p9) which texts you have chosen: ..............................

........................................................................................................................................................................

I enclose a cheque for £ .................................. School order no (if required): ...................................

Or please send invoice to: .........................................................................................................................

Book Now, 
School Pays 

Later!

Visit englishandmedia.co.uk
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englishandmedia.co.uk/conferences

• MediaMag Conference 
– Wednesday 6th December, booking 4th July

• emagazine Language Conference 
– Wednesday 28th February 2018, 
booking 1st November

See www.englishandmedia.co.uk/conferences

Save the date

EMC Student Conferences

Ideal both for AS and AL students.

• Professor John Mullan discusses ‘How 
Novels Work’ – beginning by testing his 
theories on an opening chapter selected 
on the day by the audience.

• Dr Eric Langley explores the ways 
Shakespeare and his contemporaries 
write about mortality.

• Sarah Crown (Director of Literature 
at Arts Council England and Guardian 
poetry reviewer) discussing ‘How 
to Read a Poem’.

• Simon Bubb (The Globe, NT and RSC 
actor) shares an actor’s way in to 
reading drama texts.

• Read This Now! – a panel 
discussion of must reads.

Bookings now open

*
“The conference was as 
inspiring for me and my 
colleagues as it was for 
the students.” Teacher

*
“The speakers were 
engaging and passionate.” 
Student

Thursday 

23rd November 
2017

emagazine 

English 
Literature Conference

*
“Perfectly pitched.” 
Teacher

at Friends House, opposite Euston Station
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